
The Mega BankRoll            3-8 
 

OBJECTIVE: Inspired by Capture the Critters (Mike Graham @pe4everykid), the hula hoop 

rolling, money capturing, and coin counting game of “The Mega BankRoll” will engage and 

challenge partner groups to collect the most coins. Students will be given numerous opportunities 

to practice and reinforce hula hoop rolling skills, while attempting to capture coins lying on the 

ground to cash in for one dollar bills.   
    

EQUIPMENT:   
 Hula Hoops (1 hoop per partner group) 

 Plastic Coin Set (I purchase the EC1185 Plastic Coin set from www.ssww.com. Each pack 

contains 100 each of pennies, nickels, dimes, and quarters; 50 half-dollars and 10 Sacagawea 

dollars. Note: the more coin sets used, the longer each game will last. I recommend 3-5 sets. 

 $1.00 bills (I purchase the EC1109 Play Money Bills from www.ssww.com. Each pack 

contains (100) $1 play money bills, 50 each of $5, $10, and $20 play money bills, and 25 

each of $50 and $100 play money bills. If possible, laminate each bill to increase durability. 

Note: substitute Monopoly money if Play Money Bills are not an option. 

 

PROCEDURE: Before classes arrive, scatter all of the coins everywhere inside the boundary lines 

(See diagram and Figure 1). Note: the area of scattered coins everywhere will be referred to as 

the bank. The object of the game is to roll the hoops so that they roll, fall and land around as many 

coins as possible to collect and earn and trade in for as many one dollar bills as possible. To Begin: 

instruct students to form teams by partnering up, getting one hoop and sitting down anywhere 

outside of the boundaries to await further instructions. When play begins, each player must choose 

and perform any exercise from the board to earn TWO rolls (See Figure 2). Note: the exercises 

can be replaced or modified on the board at the teacher’s discretion. Once the exercise is 

completed, each team will scan the bank area, looking for coins of interest and the Roller will roll 

the hoop (See Figure 3). Players must stand behind the boundary lines when releasing their hoop 

and cannot enter the bank area until the hoop has fallen and stopped moving. Note: A re-roll must 

be performed if the hoop rolls into and contacts another player OR another hoop. Teammates may 

then go to their hoop and collect any and all coins that are clearly inside their fallen hoop (See 

Figure 4). Note: players may not bump, slide or move their hoop once it falls to the ground. The 

Banker (teammate) will hold all of the captured coins. Players will switch positions and complete 

their second roll of the hoop regardless if coins were captured or not after the first roll. To earn 

two more rolls, each team must perform another exercise from the board. Players will continue the 

process of exercising, earning two rolls and collecting money while adding up their coins. Each 

team, every time they have collected at least one dollar in change, must exchange each dollar 

earned in coins with the teacher in return for a one dollar bill (See Figure 5). When the time has 

expired, give each team time to calculate their cash to determine the following award amounts: 

Note: mentioning levels/prizes is just for fun and obviously not real. Feel free to change, omit, and 

or alter the levels. “You have earned….” 

$1 – $5 = Elementary Level Bankrollers (but A+ for effort and never quitting!!!!) 

$6 - $10 = Middle School Level Bankrollers 

$11 - $15 = High School Level Bankrollers 

$16 - $20 = College Level Bankrollers 

$21+ = Professional Level Bankrollers 
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Figure 1: The “Bank” of scattered coins on floor      2: choose an exercise to earn 2 rolls 
 

  
          Figure 3: Rollers rolling the hoop             Figure 4: Collect any coins from inside  

              from outside the boundaries        of your fallen hoop 
 

 
Figure 5: Cashing in $1.00 in coins for a $1.00 bill 



RULES AND SAFETY: 

1. Teams earn two rolls (one per person) for completing an exercise from the board. 

2. Players must stand behind the boundary lines when releasing their hoop and cannot enter the 

bank area until the hoop has fallen and stopped moving. 

3. Players must ROLL the hoops and may not throw, slide or put a spin on the hoop. 

4. A re-roll must be performed if the hoop rolls into and contacts another player OR another 

hoop. 

5. Teammates go to their hoop and collect any and all coins that are inside their fallen hoop. 

6. Teams may not bump, slide or move their hoop once it falls to the ground. 

7. Make sure to exchange each dollar earned in coins with the teacher in exchange for a one dollar 

bill. 

8. Collecting coins found outside of the hoop will result in a time out or disqualification from the 

game. 

 

VARIATIONS:  
1. Scatter a few one and five dollar bills inside the bank to generate even more excitement. 

2. Place a unique coin(s) or item(s) inside the bank and if captured earn a bonus such as a $10.00 

bill. (See Figure 6) 
 

 
Figure 6: Example of a unique coin 

 

3. Replace money with Popsicle sticks, noodle pieces, or anything else that can be collected. 

4. Small class? Eliminate partnering and give each player a hoop. 
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      = each team’s color hoop               = scattered coins inside the bank 

 

                                                         

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                   

 


